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how to find the maximum
value in a column with

multiple occurrences I have
the following data in a table:
Column1 Column2 1 120 2
120 3 110 3 110 3 120 4

100 The maximum value in
Column2 is 110. How can I
write a SQL to show 120

since it is the maximum in
column 2? A: If there is an

unknown number of
numbers in column 2, you
can use a CASE statement:

SELECT Column1, MAX(CASE
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WHEN Column2 = 120 THEN
Column2 END) AS Column2

FROM TableName GROUP BY
Column1 If you expect only

one column of numbers,
then you can use a

MAX/AVG: SELECT Column1,
AVG(CASE WHEN Column2
= 120 THEN Column2 END)

AS Column2 FROM
TableName GROUP BY

Column1 A: This SQL should
work. SELECT Column1,

MAX(Column2) AS
Max_Column2 FROM
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TableName GROUP BY
Column1 A: You can use

select max(Column2) from
Table or if you want only

one row you can use select
max(Column2) from

TableName In a new Netflix
documentary, we see the
full scope of their work as

they go out to the streets of
North York and beyond to
meet with youth, collect

data, and talk to them about
all things mental health.

Trevor Gourlay is a senior
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data scientist at Propeller
Health, a Canadian mental

health organization. But he’s
also an expert in Canadian

Suicide Prevention Strategy,
and in the 2016

documentary Saving Them,
he visits the places that are
at risk of suicide: schools,

beaches, camp e79caf774b
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